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WE are like many (but different) peas in a podWE are like many (but different) peas in a pod

Different people, with different backgrounds and
different ages: one purpose, cultivate directly 
our organic, good, sustainable  food
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 What does it means “Arvaia”?

“Arvaia” is a local dialet for “Peas”“Arvaia” is a local dialet for “Peas”



Arvaia is a organic farmer cooperative, founded in 2013 
The project came from the successful cooperation between  a farmer 
looking for a land to set up the first CSA in Italy and people who had taken 
part in a participatory process led by local authorities on the use of 
a small rural area included in the urban context. The holder of this area is 
the Municipality of Bologna
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We were looking for a land close to the town, easy accessible by 
public transports or bike, for people could to work together, 
see the vegetables growing up, became aware of the meaning 
of a organic sustainable agriculture
Citizens, trough the participatory process, established that area had 
to remain a rural area,  dedicated to a organic agriculture and the products
 have to be sold directly to people living nearby
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 An entrepreneur rented the area (called “Country Urban Park”) from the Municipality
and has been cultivating for years by extensive mechanized farming. Trough the Csa,  
addressed to all people interested in it, we wanted to give back to citizens a “common good”, 
as  we thought a public land has to be. We had the strong belef that the benefits of 
a sustainable, organic agriculture also would spread to entire citizenship, not  just to people 
Involved. That was we were looking to a public land too. 
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In 2015 the City Council issued a tender notice in order to entrust the management 
of the area. Participants had to practice organic farming and have social 
purposeses; but he main point was to make a good offer for the rent. 
A different idea of “common goods”: local authority seems to think commons
contribute to public wellness just giving a significant income to the treasury.
We participated and won.  
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 We won. 
What does it means?

Agreement between Arvaia and Municipality of Bologna for 25 years

47 hectares of which: 
35 usable for crops – 2 h. orchard, 8 h.  vegetables, 25 h. grains and legumes
12 bike and pedestrian path, hedges, non cultivated area for renaturalization, public park

Rent by Arvaia €610 pro hectare -except no cultivated area- (€24.000 pro year)

We have duty of maintenance of bike and pedestrian path, public park, tree planting 

We can deduct from the rent the expenses for that



50
Types of vegetables

3 3
Cultvated hectares employees

70
User members

We started in 2013 



Over 75

Types of vegetables, 

cereals, legumes, 

fruits...

35 5
Hectares for crops

Employees

350 
members 
of whom 
175 take 

part in Csa

Nowadays...
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How’s working CSA?

Suggested average quotamembers

Members meet up, view the extimated budget and agree to share costs 

€
: =Estimated budget 

for the 
forthcoming year

Then, everyone makes an offer, which can be more or less then the average quota till 
the budget will be reached.
No matters the amouont of each quota, everyone will be receive the same part of 
vegetables during the year
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By now...

We have many projects: 
educational work with schools, 
courses, hospitality,food 
processing in order to produce 
vegetables milk, fruit and 
vegetable juices, tomato puree, 
jam, cereal flakes...

We need structure we don’t 
have yet and we won’t build 
one, despite we could. We have 
opened a negotiation with the 
Municipality because we aim for 
old farm house which is in the  
area but not available (not 
included in the agreement).Too 
concrete around us: we won’t 
consume land any more but 
renovate existing building.
Municipality have turned out  
sensitive to  this issues so far. 



The challenge: 
Make our dream 
sustainable and cost-
efficient not for profit  but 
for a paradigm shift in 
farming 
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